Second Saturday
Saturday October 8, 9:00 am — 3:00pm

Roper Mountain Science Center

SYMMES HALL OF SCIENCE

Hipp Auditorium
• Live Owl Demos Show times at 9:30am, 10:30am and 11:30am - Presented by PAWS Animal Wildlife Sanctuary
• Costume Contest - 1:00pm; Age divisions - 8 & Under, ages 9-12, ages 13-18

Lab #1 Storm's Weather Lab Encounter the super powers of tornadoes, lightning storms, and make and take a wind streamer

Lab #2 Build a Bat-Mobile (LEGO activity) Be the Hero! Design a Bat-mobile that will save the people and travel the fastest

Lab #4 Stark Industries Makerspace Tony Stark and Antman team up for hands-on maker experiences. Snap circuit, cape pops, and shrinking plastic

Lab #7 Making the (Wo)man of Steel with EMAGINE - Help protect the superhero’s “tile” by designing custom armor made from everyday materials. Test your superhero armor on our pendulum of doom!

Lab #8 Superman Solar Challenge Harness the source of Superman's power. How much power can you create using solar panels?

Lab #10 Superhero Photo Booth 10:00am - 12:00pm and 12:30pm - 2:00pm
Put yourself in the action! Have your photo taken in the Superhero Universe! Photo sheets $5

Symmes Lower Lobby Richard’s Comics
Symmes Upper Courtyard Sunstore Solar 9:00am - 12:00pm - Learn about and see a large solar panel demo

LOW ROPE COURSE

Superhero Agility Training 10:00am, 11:00am, 12:30pm
• Ages 9 & up, maximum 30 participants per session
• Sign up at the desk in Symmes Hall of Science at the top of the mountain. Participants only - observing parents & siblings should not sign up!
• Meet in Symmes lobby 15 minutes prior to your scheduled time

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN

SC Upstate Heroes See Batman, Superman, Wonderwoman, Batgirl and more!

HARRISON HALL OF NATURAL SCIENCE

Discovery Room A Snakes, dragons, and lizards
Discovery Room B Be the Human Torch See yourself in a different light through our infrared camera
Rainforest Classroom Is there anything a hissing cockroach or tree frog can't climb? Find out here and discover some amazing feats of other tropical animals

Marine Lab Aquaman Scavenger Hunt Find the marine animals and their adaptations that give marine life their real superpowers

Design Lab Test your superpower design skills for maximum flight
Ecology Lab Discover Spiderman vs. Real Spider Powers and Bat Facts vs. Myths with bat biologists from the U.S. Forest Service
Butterfly Garden Learn about the Monarch Butterfly and its migration happening now

DANIEL OBSERVATORY

Observe the sun with Roper Mountain Astronomers.

Come back from 6:30-10:00pm for International Observe the Moon Night.

LIVING HISTORY FARM

Hawkeye's Archery Zone 9:00am - 12:00pm
One-Room Schoolhouse Lessons at 10:00am, 10:30am, 11:00am, 11:30am, 12:00pm, 12:30pm, 1:00pm, and 1:30pm

Ongoing Activities and Demonstrations Blacksmith shop, kitchen, Cole cabin, gardens, slave cabin, barn

FOOD SERVED IN FRONT OF SYMMES HALL OF SCIENCE
Fudd Truck
Chick-Fil-A